American Sea Scallops
USA | Wild Caught | MSC
Placopecten magellanicus
Tracking Code W-SCA10DRB

This product comes from a fishery that
has been independently certified to the
MSC’s standard for a well-managed and
sustainable fishery. www.msc.org
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Product Forms
Frozen

Product Types
Scallops Roe-Off | IQF

Share our Passion
For Great Sustainable Seafood Choices!

A True Delicacy

Preserved Freshness and Taste

For many food lovers, there is no finer seafood choice than scallops!
They are fantastically versatile: scallops can be served raw and thinly
sliced, marinated with spices as a ceviche, slightly seared, or pan-fried.
On their own or as an accompaniment to other fish or meat dishes, our
scallops are always a most welcome delicacy!

Upon harvesting at sea, our scallops are hand-shucked by fishermen
and packed in ice to preserve freshness. Once landed at the docks, the
scallops are transferred to a manufacturing and freezing plant where
they are rinsed in water, quickly frozen and glazed for protection and
preserving taste!

Certified Sustainable

Convenient and Easy to Prepare

With stocks depleted in the 1980’s, the New England scallop fishery
underwent management reform: By periodically opening harvesting
areas only when the shellfish are mature, the scallop beds are once
again productive and the fishery has successfully recovered! Today,
the fishery is certified by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) for its
sustainable management.

Individually quick frozen, our scallops can be removed from the bag
in single portions and easily defrosted in hand-warm water. They are
ready to be prepared for unannounced guests anytime – a convenient
and great solution for your friends and family!

Good to Know
Scallops live on the seafloor, filtering food from the rich waters of the
Atlantic Ocean. The dredges that are used to gather them must be fitted
with turtle excluding devices in addition to other adjustments that
prevent other animals being caught. The nets themselves don‘t touch
the seafloor. Instead, there are metal and rubber extensions that gently
rub against the sand and gravel, lifting the scallops into the net. This
reduces lasting damage to the seafloor and the marine environment.
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